Choose from a variety of table top designs: Rectangular, Half Round, Trapezoid and Keystone to create a table for your boardroom, classroom or presentation room. A Freestanding or Shared Leg configuration, with a “Y” leg or Straight leg is available, allowing you to create a permanent table or one that can be reconfigured quickly and easily. Designed by Zooey Chu.

Junction is an affordable solution for boardroom, classroom and presentation room applications. A shared leg configuration provides more legroom. Freestanding configurations are also possible by adding legs, allowing worksurfaces to be easily reconfigured while providing flexibility for changing classroom and boardroom environments.
A shared leg configuration provides more legroom and decreases the overall costs.

Options include: Modesty Panel with integrated wire trough and / or large Electrical Manager.

Glides are standard, casters are optional.

Optional Power/Data Module.
Table top designs

- Rectangular
- Half Round
- Trapezoid
- Keystone
Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Front cover and page 3 (bottom): JNRU2446 in White (WHT) laminate and JNLEG24 legs in Tungsten (TU2)
Page 2: JNRU2472 and JN5S2424 in Winter Cherry (WCR) laminate and JNLEG24 legs in Tungsten (TU2)
Page 3 (top): JNRU2460 in White (WHT) laminate and JNLEG24 legs in Black (BLK)
Back cover: JNRU2448 and JNHF2454 in Constellation Vanilla (CSV) laminate and JNLEG24 legs in Tungsten (TU2)

Chairs shown on front cover, page 2 and 3 are Roma with Winter Grey (WG) Mesh Back and Momentum Ace Tuxedo upholstered seat. Chairs shown on back are Global Accord upholstered in Allante A33E Espresso.